From: Kramer, Marcia G
Sent: Friday, January 21, 2011 11:33 AM
To: Louise Hainline
Subject: Re: looking to interview you today about prospect park bike lane

Yes 400 north capital room 361 cbs news path
They will let u use a computer to send study and video to me

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

From: Louise Hainline
To: Kramer, Marcia G
Sent: Fri Jan 21 11:28:33 2011
Subject: Re: looking to interview you today about prospect park bike lane

Good. We are obviously a bit late but should be able to make this time. 400 N Capitol is the address?

-----Original Message-----
From: Kramer, Marcia G
To: Louise Hainline
Subject: Re: looking to interview you today about prospect park bike lane

Can do satellite interview at 12:30 at 400 north capital room 361
There are computers there for u to use ask for jane

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

From: Louise Hainline
To: Kramer, Marcia G
Sent: Fri Jan 21 10:56:23 2011
Subject: Re: looking to interview you today about prospect park bike lane

Due in DC at half past 11. Could go directly to site or go to hotel. At JW Marriott on Penn x from Willard. Have central DC appt at 3. You tell me what works best for you. I assume they have Internet connection. Damn. Should have washed hair this am!

-----Original Message-----
From: Kramer, Marcia G
To: Louise Hainline
Sent: Fri Jan 21 10:47:55 2011
Subject: RE: looking to interview you today about prospect park bike lane

We have studios at both places would set up a satellite interview need to know the time and location to make it happen let me know what works and what time

From the desk of Marcia Kramer at WCBS-TV
From: Louise Hainline
Sent: Friday, January 21, 2011 10:47 AM
To: Kramer, Marcia G
Subject: Re: looking to interview you today about prospect park bike lane

Sure. Remote TV?

-----Original Message-----
From: Kramer, Marcia G
To: Louise Hainline
Sent: Fri Jan 21 10:40:20 2011
Subject: Re: looking to interview you today about prospect park bike lane

Would you be able to do an interview from dc
400 north capital or 2020 m street?

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----

From: Kramer, Marcia G
To: Louise Hainline
Sent: Fri Jan 21 10:39:18 2011
Subject: Re: looking to interview you today about prospect park bike lane

Press attention will force a public hearing especially after the snow debacle
Can you get to a computer?
How do I reach normand and lois
Do you have the video from you study as well as the numbers?

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----

From: Louise Hainline
To: Kramer, Marcia G
Sent: Fri Jan 21 10:35:18 2011
Subject: Re: looking to interview you today about prospect park bike lane

If I can get to a computer I have file you want in my Drop box. Unfortunately decided not to bring my laptop this trip. Will call when I get there.
Lois Carswell and Norman both good.

Thanks for your continued support in the fight against this design for the lane. Park solution superior but DOT will not give it a hearing. Think they don't want to look soft.

-----Original Message-----
From: Kramer, Marcia <skramer@skramerlawfirm.com>
To: Louise Hainline <lhainline@hainlineassociates.com>
Subject: RE: looking to interview you today about prospect park bike lane

Please call me when you get to dc

Is there any way you can get me the study neighbors for better bike lanes has done?

Will you do a telephone interview with me?

Is there anyone else from your group who will go on camera to talk about the study. Norman steisel? Someone else?

-------------------------

From the desk of Marcia Kramer at WCBS-TV

Chief Political Correspondent

212-975-7372 office
212-975-3745 fax

-------------------------

From: Louise Hainline <lhainline@hainlineassociates.com>
Sent: Friday, January 21, 2011 10:18 AM
To: Kramer, Marcia G
Subject: Re: looking to interview you today about prospect park bike lane

I am on the train to DC and back tomorrow. Do not want to speak from the train. Due in DC about 11 and have an early afternoon appointment. Does it help to call on my arrival in DC? I know you have tight deadlines.

Louise Hainline

-----Original Message-----
From: Kramer, Marcia <skramer@skramerlawfirm.com>
To: Louise Hainline <lhainline@hainlineassociates.com>
Sent: Fri Jan 21 10:09:28 2011
Subject: looking to interview you today about prospect park bike lane

Please call me asap
Marcia kramer cbsw tv

From the desk of Marcia Kramer at WCBS-TV

Chief Political Correspondent

212-975-7372 office

212-975-3745 fax
Just tried hotel business center and they won’t let me install Dropbox either. I could send a sample of a clip on Sunday but suspect that will not help for this story. We will be developing other things hopefully of interest as we work on trying to understand the data and will call you first on anything good. I am really sorry about this but no way out. Have to go to appt now. Thanks for your interest in this story. I think they are flimflaming us but we need better grounding before we can say that publicly. That DOT says they do not know about these NYS data coming from NYPD is hard to understand. Even TrafficAlternatives uses them for their CrashStat site though they only report pedestrian and bike accidents with cars, not car-car.

-----Original Message-----
From: Kramer, Marcia G.  
To: Louise Hainline  
Sent: Fri Jan 21 12:32:34 2011  
Subject: Re: New York magazine article - NFBL

Can u send me the video when u get to hotel

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

From: Louise Hainline  
To: Kramer, Marcia G.  
Subject: FW: New York magazine article - NFBL

This is all I have available, unfortunately. The last one is a response to some pro-bike bloggers. Hope this helps.